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From the Kelvin to the Karoo and back again.
Class 15F 4-8-2 steam locomotive No 3007
The Karoo conqueror was built in Glasgow in 1945 by
the North British Locomotive Company for the South
African Railways. The locomotive was returned to
Glasgow in 2007 for the Riverside Museum.
The painting is by Dugald Cameron, former Director
of the Glasgow School of Art, and was gifted to IESIS
in 2016.

Prints of this painting are for sale:
A1 780 x 590 mm £ 50
A2 550 x 410 mm £ 40
(other sizes can be supplied by arrangement)
These prices include a donation to the IESIS
Education Fund

Contact: IESIS, 16 Robertson Street, Glasgow, G2 8DS. Tel: 0141 248 3721, secretary@iesis.org

A new novel by Beatrice Colin, a Lecturer in Creative writing at
the University of Strathclyde, inspired by the engineering history
of the iconic Eiffel Tower will be published in August 2017. Bea
has brought it to our attention and we look forward to reading it.
“To Capture What We Cannot Keep” reveals Beatrice Colin as a
writer of ability and ambition, as she explores the year 1887 and
the construction of the Eiffel Tower…Recalls Henry James, and
the resolution is both satisfying and realistic.”—Sunday Morning
Herald (Australia)
“To be in Paris to witness the construction of the Eiffel Tower
is a magnificent occasion: to have a hand, however small, in
its building, even better…This exquisitely written, shadowy
historical novel will appeal to a wide variety of readers, including
fans of the Belle Époque.” —Library Journal .
The book is published by Allen & Unwin, priced at £12.99, with ISBN No 978 1 76029 172 3,
and E-Book ISBN No 978 1 95253 378 5

PRESIDENT’S ARTICLE
Dear Members,
Welcome to our latest Newsletter.
The times we live in are becoming more different to the norm, and
increasingly challenging, as global and home events over the recent
months have shown. We are to be resilient to work through and adapt to
this changing environment.
The words of Dame Anne Glover at her recent presentation for
Engineering Scotland in Glasgow (on 15 May 2017 ) come clearly to
my mind:- In her inspiring talk, Dame Anne encouraged us engineers,
in pursuit of reliable facts, to avoid “fake news”, by assessing carefully
the reality, seeing through surface impressions and publically perceived
‘facts’, which can sometime have no real foundation. It is always good
advice to be discerning in our work and all we do, and to question media
and other reports for their veracity.
Dame Anne’s advice included the important matter of engineers speaking out – if we don’t agree with
what we see, we should make our voice heard and come forward, not leaving it to “someone else”. We can
and should all play our part and participate in the global engineering voice, I warmly agree with Anne ‘s
message.
This is especially relevant after the recent horrific event of the Grenfell Tower fire in London. This
terrible tragedy will rightly have far-reaching implications on our work in the design and manufacturing
communities, similar to the “Edinburgh Schools” wall collapses. This will include in design and construction,
and in reviews of building materials and the Building Regulations, CDM Regulations, etc.
On the theme of each our own active participation in the engineering community, the future generation
starts with the young. IESIS is very pleased to hear the positive reports of primary schools’ progress,
and encouraging successes by the Primary Engineer organisation. Please can you spread the news of this
enthusiastic introduction of engineering to young girls and boys, and do encourage your peers to get
involved with this or other school careers events. All help is of benefit to our profession, where forecasts of
a future serious lack of skilled professionals and technical workers is to be addressed now by the nation.
IESIS’s support of the Scottish Manufacturing base is strong, (please see our recent IESIS Journal), and
the necessity to encourage training of engineers for our country’s well-being is of high importance to the
Institution.
We welcome your feedback to the contents in this Newsletter, and we do hope you enjoy it. Please
contact us if you have requests or ideas for future articles or features.
With our best wishes,
Karen Dinardo
President

We are delighted to congratulate IESIS Member of Council, Paul
Sweeney on his recent electoral success as Labour MP for North
East Glasgow. Paul’s experience in engineering should be of
great value to the Westminster Parliament.
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THE PROFENG GROUP

Lectures for aspiring engineers
Ed McCann

- Engineering as a Career

2 November 2016, Glasgow Academy (attended by pupils from other schools)
Ed McCann is a Visiting Professor in civil engineering at the University of
Strathclyde and a senior director of Expedition Engineering, a London-based
civil and structural engineering consulting firm that has won many awards for
its work. He is a Vice-President of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Karen Dinardo introduced the speaker and the Academy’s Engineering Club
leader, Dr. Rebecca Sowden, welcomed all to the event.
Ed McCann
Ed described his introduction to his engineering career, and described several
of his interesting projects. One was his firm’s iconic pedestrian /cycle bridge
project over the River Tees - the ‘Infinity Bridge’ and some of its detailing and features. He went on to
describe his firm’s design proposal for the Antarctic Exploration station, that was able to relocate itself
by ‘walking’ as a self-transporting structure over the ice, as changes in the ice may take place over time
(which is a topical point, with the recent ice crack developing near the current station).
He also described a desalination plant spillway in the Middle East he was involved with, whose
effects on the local environment can be seen from satellite images. He used this to highlight the widereaching effects of man-made engineering in the natural world.
He showed many photographs and a video of the Infinity Bridge. The talk stimulated many
questions from the students. Ed was exceptionally good at connecting with the young audience and
they thoroughly enjoyed the event.

Howie Firth Science - The Road of Dreams and Passion Career Opportunities-A Life
Example
6 June 2017 at Bannerman High School, Glasgow

Howie Firth is a mathematical physicist who studied under Professor Higgs.
He has worked as a lecturer, was a key figure in starting the Edinburgh
International Science Festival and has also started the Orkney International
Science Festival in return for his support for our programme of lectures, Iain
Macleod will speak at this festival in September 2017.
Mr Firth has also worked as a technical writer, a technical editor and a
Howie Firth
broadcaster. His talk was based on ‘Why take science subjects and what they
can do for you’. He spoke about how science has developed from the first scientific revolution (stone
age) through to the fourth scientific revolution (digital age) and why science and engineering is so
important in the modern world.

Ian Callum Considering a career in engineering?

Come to a talk by the world’s top car designer
18 September 2017 at Holyrood Secondary School, Glasgow
Ian Callum is the Director of Design for Jaguar Cars. The new F-type Jaguar
has been given awards as both the car of the year and the design of the year. Mr
Callum’s work both with Jaguar and Aston Martin has been recognised with
the award of 5 doctorates from universities for around the world.
Mr Callum will focus on why pupils should take STEM subjects and the future
of car design.
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THE ENERGY DILEMMA - THE IESIS STANCE RE-VISITED

Report from the IESIS Energy Strategy Group

The IESIS Energy Strategy Group reports regularly to members via the Journal and the Newsletter but a request
has been made for a more detailed statement of the stance that we are taking.
The Group focuses its efforts on the Electricity System because having fit-for-purpose arrangements for
electricity supply is at the highest level of importance in society.
We assert that, in order that the inherent risks in developing the Electricity System are kept to an acceptable
level and hence that the system will be fit for purpose, responsibility for the System needs to be assigned to a
competent national body. This article describes why such a body is needed and what its attributes should be.

Guiding principles used by government

The Electricity System is being squeezed in a ‘pincer
grip’. One arm of the pincer is the Market Principle: that
market forces will deliver an electricity system that will
be superior to one that has been subject to engineering
planning.
The other arm is the Renewables Principle: that
significant reductions in CO2 emissions can be achieved
by replacing thermal energy generation with generation
from renewable sources.
The Market principle
Arguments that are made to support this principle include:
• The success rate of central planning by government
is low.
• The transfer of air travel to the private sector in the
1980s, for example, resulted in a range of quality of
service and price that makes it affordable to a wide
sector of the population. This is the type of result that
can be expected from a free market electricity system.
• The present electricity system has deep problems with
cost and security due to government intervention in
the market. Government planning is the problem not
the solution.
Counter arguments to the Market Principle include:
• There is no market mechanism that will reliably
maintain the risk to security of supply (i.e. that the
risk that demand will not be met) at a level that will
be acceptable to customers.
• Nor is there a market mechanism that will reliably
maintain the risk to security of operation of the
system. Problems with voltage instability, reduced
system inertia, reduced system damping, etc. require
generators and other equipment to be of the right

•
•
•

types and in the right places across the country .
Since low carbon electricity production is not cost
competitive with thermal generation, the market will
not deliver it.
The historical record shows that tight regulation of
the electricity system can be highly successful.
The same generation capital plant delivers both
energy and power (capacity at peak). The energy
market cannot provide overall optimization of cost.

Our conclusion:
The fundamental difficulty is that, although costs to
consumers might be favourable in a free market, the
market arrangements will not provide adequate levels of
security or emissions reduction. Nor will it optimize cost.
The National Grid Company assert that, despite the
continuing closure of thermal generators, the system
remains secure in relation to supply. With almost no
projects underway to replace thermal generators it is
difficult to believe that this risk to security is not increasing.
The National Grid Company has not made available
information about their security of supply studies nor of
costing for their Future Energy Studies
The drive to reduce emissions is approaching a situation
where there will be no price competition for any of the
main generating methods. Renewable energy is subsidised,
new nuclear has price guarantees and coal and gas will
soon need price guarantees since they are fast becoming
uneconomic for the providers because renewables are
given priority to run – thermal generation has to cover
their intermittency.
The inescapable conclusion is that a free market in
electricity is not viable. The Electricity System needs to
have a planned approach.
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THE ENERGY DILEMMA - THE IESIS STANCE RE-VISITED (cont)
The Renewables Principle

Arguments that are made to support this principle include:
• There are no fuel costs therefore the cost of production
of energy from renewable sources must be low.
• There are no resource depletion issues.
• There are no CO2 emissions at the point of generation.
Counter arguments to the Renewables Principle include:
• Wind energy: The severe intermittency of wind
generation results in low capacity factors that lead to
higher cost. Wind power cannot be guaranteed to be
available when needed and therefore its capacity must
be duplicated from sources that are reliable. Having
two systems available for generation when only one
of them (the reliable generation) is needed cannot
be other than expensive. As the proportion of wind
power in the system increases, problems of cost and
security increase.
• Solar energy: As latitude increases, the efficacy
of solar power declines. It also has an inevitable
diurnal cycle and is greatly affected by cloud cover.
Therefore, like wind, it needs to be backed up by a
second source if security of supply is to be maintained.
In high latitudes there is little prospect of it making a
significant contribution to the electricity system.
• Hydro energy: Although there are some important
environmental issues with hydro energy, it is cost
effective and (with some reservations) reliable.
However, although there is scope for further
development of hydro power in some countries there
is little in the UK. The global resource for hydro is
not large enough to make a significant contribution to
world electricity production.
• Biomass: There are important environmental and
social issues in relation to the burning of biomass but
the fundamental problem is that, like hydro, the global
resource is not large enough to make a significant
contribution to electricity production.
• Marine (tidal and wave): Efforts to find a viable
method of harnessing wave energy have proved to
be unsuccessful. The economic viability of tidal
generation has yet to be demonstrated.
Our conclusion:
Critical issues in relation to these arguments are cost and
scalability. It is unreasonable to expect that a method of
generation will scale up globally if it costs significantly
more than alternatives.
It is clear that, on the basis of existing technology, it is
not possible to have a fit-for-purpose electricity system
based only on renewable generation. Decisions about
appropriate levels of renewable generation must be based
on engineered planning.

1926 Electricity Supply Act created a very successful
arrangement for governance of the Electricity System.
We propose that the attributes of the national body
include:
1. All must work to a common goal of seeking to find
ways to develop the Electricity System such that all
risks are adequately controlled.
2. It must adopt a systems approach, whereby all
relevant issues are addressed and all consequences of
introducing changes to the System are assessed.
3. The most advanced technologies should be applied in
the drive to achieve the goals for the System.
4. The staff of the Commission must have the necessary
range of high level competence - particularly technical
competence and especially competence in power system
engineering. The staff should, as far as is practical, be
free from political and commercial constraints. Where
expertise is not available within the organisation, it
should be procured from other sources.
5. The Commission should be required to draw up long
term and short term plans for the System.
6. The operation of the Commission should, with the
exception of issues that relate to national security,
be transparent to the public. Data should be made
available so as that members of the public can
carry out studies independently of the Commission.
Such contributions should be welcomed as having
potential to help to achieve the system goals. Public
consultations should be held about proposals before
decisions have been made.
7. The Commission should be responsible for security of
the system at minimum cost. The line of responsibility
should be clearly defined.
8. The Commission must have authority to ensure that
plans are implemented. Reference1 describes an
arrangement whereby this can be achieved.
9. The Commission should operate under an audited
quality management system to seek to ensure that the
objectives are being competently addressed.

Conclusion

The Working Group feels strongly that the only way to
avoid the Electricity System becoming unfit for purpose
is that it be competently managed by a body reporting to
Parliament.
For more information see the www.iesisenergy.org website.
Reference:
1. Gibson C An alternative to nationalisation or
privatisation of the Electricity System, 2015, http://www.
iesisenergy.org/assets/files/CGibson-paper-reorganisingesi-Jan-15.pdf

Attributes of an Electricity Commission

It is of course essential that planning of the Electricity
System should be carried out using the highest levels of
professional competence. People are justifiably wary
about the effectiveness of government bodies but the
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IESIS AND SOCIAL MEDIA

IESIS Social Media Report
By Derek Elder, Council Member

The Institution’s use of social media - to communicate with members and people who want to know
more about IESIS and Engineering generally - has continued to grow in the last year.
We have a very active and well-used Facebook page [www.facebook.com/IESIS1857], which has
been running for several years. We also have an active Twitter account [twitter.com/iesis1857] for
more immediate, news-orientated items, and to reach a wide audience through the various pages we
are linked to, and which have linked to us.
The most vital element in having successful social media is frequent and relevant content, and it
would be really helpful if members and friends could either post their own content and links to the
pages, or send these to IESIS by email so that administrators can post them on your behalf.
We are creating a ‘virtual’ engineering community, to spread knowledge about the Institution’s
varied activities in lectures, schools, professional development, policy advice to government and public
profile in the media. Information on all of these is, of course, available on the IESIS website at www.
iesis.org, but the immediacy and spontaneity of Facebook and Twitter are in keeping with how more
and more people communicate.
The virtual community is two-way of course and the social media platforms allow direct and
immediate communication into IESIS, which helps us judge what members want and also helps us to
repond quickly to request for information and assistance - we have been able to help several individuals
and organisations with their queries.
The real work of running the social media pages falls to volunteers, and we can always use more help
in keeping the pages up to date and relevant. The main administrators are Derek Elder for Facebook
and Ian Barton for Twitter and we have been joined recently by Paul Sweeney as a joint admin on
Facebook. If you are familiar with the way Facebook and Twitter work and want to contribute, please
get in touch with Laura at IESIS on secretary@iesis.org. An easy way to get involved is to link your
own pages to ours, if you have them.
Some members have asked about the possibility of a Linkedin page and we keep all of the social
media platforms under review - Linkedin, Pinterest and YouTube all have strengths that could help
IESIS contact more people and publish more information - but the more channels we use, the more
volunteer effort is needed.
Start today, by visiting our pages and letting us know what you think!
IESIS www.iesis.org											
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NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS
Dick Philbrick
Dick studied Naval Architecture and then took a second degree in Industrial Relations;
worked in a shipyard, made farm machinery and then large mobile cranes. He started
Clansman Dynamics in 1994 with 3 other engineers.
Clansman designs and makes a range of heavy duty robots and manipulators and sells
95% for export to all 5 continents and 42 countries; 40 employees and £12m sales.
In 2009, 90% of employees bought shares in the company and the change to
Employee Ownership was made. The new structure provides a solution for both the
long term ownership of the company and for engineering. Engineering needs constant
development, constant risk taking and prodigious efforts when developments go wrong.
Employee ownership provides patient shareholders who understand the business.
Clansman was successful before the change and that is what allowed it to happen,
but the enthusiasm and commitment is now even greater. A 60% increase in sales and
100% increase in profit supports the claim.
As Managing Director of Clansman, Dick was deeply involved in overall management,
in the design and manufacture of products and in sales. In the latter role he travelled
the world and found that his foreign languages skills - German, French and some Italian
- were invaluable.
Dick recently retired from Clansman Dynamics, although he remains as Chairman
of the Trust that will always own a majority of the shares in the employee-owned
company. He campaigns directly for greater attention to be paid to the importance of
foreign languages and to spread the word for the benefits of employee ownership. He
is a trustee for a large architectural practice in England and is member of the SCDI
International Business Committee.
For more information about how Dick developed Clansman Dynamics see his paper in
the 2016 edition of the IESIS Journal.

James (Hamish) Sneddon Dow
Hamish Dow is a graduate of Strathclyde and Glasgow universities. He started his
career with Sir William Arrol & Co. working on the construction of Scottish bridges.
Then, with Crouch & Hogg, he was involved in bridge design, including the new Bonar
Bridge Bonar, the Kessock Bridge, and the White Cart Viaduct. Glasgow. In 1973 he
moved to Lanark County Council where he worked on the design and construction of
bridges.
In April 1979 he joined consultants Dar Al Handasah in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The
early 1980s saw a three-year stint with the State Organisation for Roads and Bridges in
Iraq including supervision of construction of the world’s longest motorway, the 1200km
long Expressway No.1 from Basra to Jordan and Syria. 1984 provided a brief interlude
of work in Africa with Cowieconsult on the Lirangwe-Mwanza Highway, Malawi.
In 1984 Hamish worked with Freeman Fox Ltd, in Kuwait on a number of design
projects. This work was interrupted by the Iraq invasion in 1990. A four-month ‘holiday’
as a hostage in hiding saw Hamish return to the UK until the problems of Kuwait had
been resolved. Then followed appointments, still with Freeman Fox: for inspection and
emergency repair of bomb damaged bridges in Kuwait, as deputy manager of the Dubai
office, as manager of the Qatar office, on the Malaysia-Singapore Second Crossing
latterly as Chief Resident Engineer on this project. In 2000 he transferred to Romania
where he acted as Hyder’s country manager for infrastructure projects financed by
the EU. In 2007, he and two colleagues started a consultancy company providing
international engineering and management expertise to the Romanian National Road
Company.
Throughout his career Hamish has had to face the repeated ordeal of managing, and
sometimes actually resolving contract disputes. The introduction of the FIDIC Rainbow
series of contract forms opened a new vista in respect of dispute resolution through the
creation of formal adjudication boards. He is included in the FIDIC President’s list of
Approved Dispute Adjudicators and has gained a master’s degree in Construction Law
and Arbitration. He provides contract claims advice to a mixture of beneficiaries and
desperate contractors. He joined IESIS in 2012.
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Do you know
any potential new members?
Perhaps you could encourage your friends and colleagues to join?
Our membership is open to engineers from all disciplines and to those who have a
strong interest in engineering.
The fundamental aim of the Institution is to further the cause of professional engineering. One
of the features that supported the development of world class engineering in Scotland from the
19th century onwards was a willingness to adopt innovative technologies, collaborate and share
experiences in their use. Reflected in the eminent achievements of our members over the years
we believe that IESIS has made a major contribution to this sharing of knowledge and that we
continue to do so. Activities and benefits of IESIS membership include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Our lecture programme covers a wide range of topics on engineering disciplines and interests.
We believe that our annual James Watt Dinner is the social highlight of the professional engineering
year in Scotland.
Our new digital library, with free access only to IESIS members, provides access to over 150 years of
papers published in the IESIS Transactions. This represents a very important archive of Scottish Engineering.
The IESIS Journal and Newsletter are published annually in an attractive magazine-style format.
Our Professional Engineering Group promotes engineering as a career to young people.
The Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame, celebrates the contribution of engineers to society.
The Centre for Professional Engineering Competence provides short courses and promotes ideas
about the fundamental nature of such professional competence. IESIS members receive preferential
rates for attendance at the short courses.
The IESIS Energy Strategy Group, promotes the view of the engineering profession to governments in
order to better inform this area of vital public policymaking.
Support and funding is given to bodies such as Primary Engineer and other charities. Student prizes
are also awarded.
A programme of technical and industrial site visits are arranged for members.
Fellows, Members and Graduates can use IESIS post-nominals: FIES or MIES, GIES.
Members can use the Board Room in the IESIS office suite at the historic Clydeport Building.
Members enjoy free access to Glasgow University and Strathclyde University libraries.

For membership enquiries contact IESIS on t: 0141 248 3721
e: secretary@iesis.org
www.iesis.org
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IESIS Awards
Glasgow Caledonian University Awards
At the 2016 Glasgow Caledonian University Prizegiving
Ceremony, President Karen Dinardo presented the
following IESIS awards:
Best Student Award for BEng(Hons) in Mechanical
Electronic Systems Engineering (Final Year) - Desmore
Olukayode Alayode
Best Student Award for BEng (Hons) in Electrical Power Engineering (Final Year) - Barry McGregor
Taylor
Best Student Award for BEng (Hons) in Mechanical & Power Plant Systems Engineering (Final Year) Scott Alexander Smith (pictured)
Best Student Award for BEng (Hons) in Computer-Aided Mechanical Engineering - Steven Gover.

Vanessa Collingridge Speaker at the 2017 James Watt Dinner
Vanessa Collingridge is an award-winning journalist, author and
broadcaster. She graduated from Oxford with a First in Geography
and has become a regular face and voice on the BBC, ITV, STV
and Channels 4 and 5, specialising in Science, Environment, and
History. After a brief stint presenting BBC Scotland weather
forecasts, she reported on Gardeners’ World, co-presented British
Isles: a Natural History with Alan Titchmarsh, before becoming
Science Correspondent for Channel 5 News and then fronting the
Channel 5 weekly current affairs What’s the Story? From there she went to ITV’s Tonight with Trevor
Macdonald and the BBC’s Real Stories with Fiona Bruce. At home in Scotland, she fronted the popular
series, Scotland Revealed and Scotland Revealed in Winter, along with history documentaries for the
flagship BBC series, Timewatch.
Her international career has taken her across the globe, making programmes in all seven continents
including her multi-award winning documentary series Captain Cook, and sailing to the Antarctic for
an acclaimed Discovery TV/BBC Radio 4 series on the science of climate change. In 2010 she left Britain
and moved to Hong Kong. Here she produced and presented the weekly history of ideas series The Big
Idea for RTHK and became a feature-writer for the South China Morning Post, specialising in science,
history and culture. Having previously worked at the Edinburgh, Cheltenham and Christchurch (NZ)
book festivals, she also became a regular host and interviewer for the Hong Kong International Literary
Festival.
She returned to the UK in 2013 and re-joined the BBC to make documentaries with the Timewatch team.
She also recently appeared as a historical expert on the History Channel’s major new series, Barbarians.
Her books include biographies of navigator Captain Cook, and of the Iron Age warrior queen Boudica,
and The Story of Australia; plus many more on natural history, landscape, geology, and exploration.
Vanessa currently writes for newspapers and magazines and makes documentaries for the BBC. She has
just finished a PhD on mapping the Antarctic.
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Programme 2017-2018
Monday 18th September 2017 – MacMillan Lecture
Car Design in the 21st Century
Mr Ian Callum
- tbc
Tuesday 3rd October 2017 – Joint Lecture with IET and WES
Technology for the LIGO Gravitational Wave Detectors
Professor Sheila Rowan
18.00 for 18.30, The Laphroaig Lecture Theatre, Teachers Building, 14 St Enoch Square,
Glasgow G1 4DB - tbc
Tuesday 14th November 2017 – Joint Lecture with IStructE
Crossrail
Professor Gordon Masterton, Chair of Future Infrastructure, University of Edinburgh
17.45 for 18.30, Lecture room 301, McCance Lecture Theatre, Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XQ
- tbc
Tuesday 12th December 2017 - Joint Meeting with RINA
Can we learn from other transport modes: enhancing safety through resilience engineering
Prof Osman Turan and Dr R. Emek Kurt
Venue - tbc
Tuesday 16th January 2018 - Joint meeting with IMarEST
Engineering for marine and leisure in the West of Scotland
Mr John Porteous, Wallace Stone
17.45 for 18.30, Lecture room 301, McCance Lecture Theatre, Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XQ
- tbc
Tuesday 13th February 2018 - Joint Lecture with IStructE
Human Factors in Barrier Management
Professor Ron Mcleod
17.45 for 18.30, Lecture room 301, McCance Lecture Theatre, Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XQ
- tbc
Tuesday 13th March 2018

Engineering as Art
Professor Dugald Cameron, Director of The Glasgow School of Art - 1991-1999
17.45 for 18.30, Lecture room 301, McCance Lecture Theatre, Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XQ
- tbc
Tuesday April 17th 2018

AGM plus Members’ meeting
17.30 for 18.15, The Trust Hall, The Clydeport Building, 16 Robertson Street, Glasgow, G2 8DS
- tbc
CPD certificates will be available on the evenings

PRIMARY ENGINEER

Primary Engineer Report
Primary Engineer has had another very successful year in Scotland under the direction of IESIS Fellow Dr Susan
Scurlock and Regional Director Lise McCaffery.

Record number of entrants to the Scottish Engineering Leaders Award

A staggering 11,700 pupils across Scotland have entered their engineering solutions in answer to the question: If
you were an engineer in Scotland, what would you do? This is nearly a 38% increase on the number of entries in
last year’s competition, and the number of secondary schools entering has increased from 9 to 19, but the bulk
of the entries came from 195 primary schools. The judging is now complete and the winners were announced
at the Barony Hall at the University of Strathclyde on Friday 2nd June followed by a public exhibition on the
3rd and 4th June.
It is worth noting, that across the UK, as this project has been extended to England, over 22,000 pupils have
entered inventions.

Primary Engineer Celebration Event at the Glasgow City Chambers

Primary Engineer is currently working with 90% of primary schools across the Glasgow region with the support
of IESIS, Allied Vehicles, Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, DYW Glasgow and Glasgow Council. This has been
extended to include Early Years Centres and Secondary Schools, engaged with the Secondary Engineer Fluid
Power Challenge. This year’s event saw, for the first time a team of reception-aged pupils win the Apprentice
Level 1 Award! With more schools involved than ever before the need for engineers to join our ranks and
support the schools has never been greater please do volunteer by emailing engineers@primaryengineer.com

Primary Engineer’s Role in Developing Teachers as Key Players in Ensuring the Future Generation
of Engineers

In 2015, Primary Engineer launched its GTCS-accredited Professional Recognition course, Engineering STEM
Learning, in answer to the question What next? from teachers who had been inspired by delivering their
classroom engineering projects. Early in 2017, the course was accredited by the University of Strathclyde as a
PGCert.
Steven McAvoy, a primary school teacher in Renfrewshire, admits that, at the very start of the Primary
Engineer programme, he ‘couldn’t have said what an engineer was or what they did’. Yet, after receiving a
one-day teacher training and seeing the excitement of his class working on their engineering project, he decided
to build on his understanding and join the Engineering STEM Learning course. During the course, Steven has
studied the STEM education landscape, engaged with industry by interviewing engineers across a range of
professional levels and is completing action research on how he can improve STEM outcomes with his pupils.
Steven now describes himself as the ‘go to’ member of staff in school now for STEM. He has presented at the
Scottish Learning Festival on STEM pedagogy and
been nominated for a Scottish Education Award.

Learning to be an Engineer: Implications for the
Education System

At the end of March, the Royal Academy for
Engineering published academic research, including a
case study of Primary Engineer’s work, that provides
evidence that developing engineering skills and
having links to industry benefits all pupils, not just
those who go into STEM careers, and this stretches
across the whole school curriculum.
In total, some 22 primary schools, 11 secondary
schools and one further education college took part in
the research programme, which was a collaboration
between the Centre for Real-World Learning at the
University of Winchester, Primary Engineer and
the Science & Engineering Education and Research
Innovation Hub (SEERIH) at the University of

Lise McCaffery, Regional Director, presents to the Royal
Academy on Primary Engineer’s input into the research.
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PRIMARY ENGINEER (cont)

Primary Engineer Glasgow Celebration 2017,
held at Glasgow City Chambers.

Manchester, and involved 84 teachers and over 3,000
pupils.
The report finds that, by creating a culture in which
engineering habits of mind flourish, learners across all
The Enchanted Tree Nursery’s Batboys, James and
subjects demonstrated improved literacy, numeracy and
Shaw – Primary Engineer’s first ever Reception class
communication skills, deemed vital for an engineering
winners Apprentice Level 1.
career. By equipping teachers with ways to better engage
children as engineers, the methods outlined in Learning to be an engineer could help inspire more students into
the profession and address the well-documented shortage of professional engineers faced by the UK. You can
read a more at http://www.raeng.org.uk/ltbae and www.primaryengineer.com

Two pupils talk their design through with a judge at the Glasgow Celebration.
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Dinner

1857-59 William John MacQuorn Rankine 1859-61 Walter Montgomerie Neilson 1861-63 William
Johnstone 1863-65 James Robert Napier 1865-67 James Gray Lawrie 1867-69 James Morris Gale 186970 William John MacQuorn Rankine 1870-72 David Rowan 1872-74 Robert Duncan 1874-76 Hazelton
Robson Robson 1876-78 Robert Bruce Bell 1878-80 Robert Mansel 1880-82 John Lennox Kincaid Jamieson
1882-84 James Reid 1884-86 James Thomson 1886-87 William Denny 1887-89 Alexander Carnegie Kirk
1889-91 Ebenezer Kemp 1891-93 Robert Dundas 1893-95 John Inglis 1895-97 Sir William Arrol 189799 George Russell 1899-01 Robert Caird 1901-03 William Foulis 1903-05 Sir Archibald Denny 190507 James Gilchrist 1907-09 John Ward 1909-10 Charles Pullar Hogg 1910-11 Archibald Barr 1911-13
Ebenezer Hall-Brown 1913-15 Robert Thomas Moore 1915-17 William Walker Lackie 1917-19 Alexander
Cleghorn 1919-21 Thomas Blackwood Murray 1921-23 Harold Edgar Yarrow 1923-25 James Howden
Hume 1925-27 Archibald Jack Campbell 1927-29 Ralph David Moore 1929-31 Col. Sir James Lithgow
1931-33 Archibald Gilchrist 1933-35 John Dewar Cormack 1935-37 Percy Archibald Hillhouse 193739 Alfred Charles Gardner 1939-41 Wilfrid Ayre 1941-43 Frederick Charles Stewart 1943-45 A. Murray
Stephen 1945-47 Allan Stevenson 1947-49 James M. McNeill 1949-51 Gilbert Cook 1951-52 Sir Andrew

years

of iesis

www.IESIS.org www.EngineeringHallofFame.org

Featuring

McCance 1952-54 Sir William Wallace 1954-56 Andrew McCance Robb 1956-57 Sir Harold E. Yarrow
1957-59 James Small 1959-61 John Brown 1961-63 Iain Maxwell Stewart 1963-65 Adam Simpson Turnbull
Thomson 1965-67 James Lenaghan 1967-69 William Proudfoot Walker 1969-71 Sir J. W. Atwell 1973-73
William M. Cormie 1973-75 J. Burton Davies 1975-77 A. W. Scot 1977-79 W. George N. Geddes 1979-81
B. N. Baxter 1981-83 J. A. Turner 1983-85 Alexander M. M. Stephen 1985-87 John Rorke 1987-89 Thomas
O. Leith 1989-91 H. C. Simpson 1991-93 I.C. Broadley 1993-95 J. Neumann 1995-97 Douglas Faulkner
1997-99 Sir Robert Easton 1999-01 Carlo Dinardo 2001-01 Dan Kirkwood 2001-04 Anthony Slaven 200406 Crawford F. Gorrie 2006-08 Ernest Chambers 2008-10 David K. Harrison 2010-12 Gordon Grier
Thomson Masterton 2012-14 Iain Alasdair MacLeod 2014-16 Philip Godfrey Preston 2016 - Karen Dinardo

The Scottish Engineering
Hall of Fame

The James Watt Dinner is hosted by IESIS, Scotland’s only multidisciplinary
professional engineering body. Guests are welcome as a group of friends or
family, as a corporate group, or as individuals.
Our Dinner provides a thoroughly enjoyable, excellent value evening.
The Hall of Fame celebrates the contribution of outstanding Scottish Engineers.
The much anticipated announcement of the inductees for 2017 will be
made during the evening.
Tickets are £57.00 each and include:
Friday 6th Oct,
Four course meal plus coffee
Radisson Blu Hotel Glasgow
Complimentary glass of bubbly on arrival
‘Dram’ toast to James Watt
Entertainment – Science Broadcaster, Vanessa Collingridge
Hall of Fame announcements, raffle, networking and socialising opportunities.
Information on the event and hotel accommodation including special rates
Please contact IESIS, 16 Robertson Street, Glasgow G2 8DS or secretary@iesis.org

ENGINEERING CHALLENGES

Engineering Challenges, Desert Experiences and Telescope
Tendencies from Chile’s world-beating Paranal Observatory
by Bryan Little, Council Member
This paper is based on the author’s personal experiences, gained over a period of more than 10 years of visiting,
residing and working in Chile and following the full project lifecycle of the VISTA Telescope1 at the European
Southern Observatory’s (ESO) Observatory Paranal.
The original ESO observatory of La Silla in the southern
area of the Atacama Desert near to La Serena / Coquimbo
was established in the 1960s.

ESO’s Paranal Observatory, also in the Atacama desert,
started construction in 1993 with the first of its 8m class
VLT telescopes (Very Large Telescope) going into operation
in 1999.
Conditions for astronomy are excellent at Paranal.
The Cerro Paranal location lies about 120 km south of
Antofagasta and is in the coastal mountains in the north
of the Atacama Desert, known to be the driest desert in
the world. The main telescope platform is around 2600m
above sea level and a relatively gentle climate limits
exposure to extreme weather. Paranal was selected for
VISTA due to its southern hemisphere location and - very
importantly - because the UK had, in negotiations with
ESO, managed to include it as a payment in kind element
of the UK’s overall joining fee to the ESO organisation.
Although the land at the Paranal Observatory had been
donated to ESO by the Chilean Government and operating
there was, in effect, like operating on European soil, there
was a strong message from Chile, and one that was taken
very seriously by ESO: to protect and where possible
return the desert to its original state.
A peak adjacent to the main VLT platform was selected
and the work of connecting the VISTA peak to the existing
observatory with roads and services began.

Figure 2: Aerial view of Paranal (VLTs & VISTA)
Credit: J.L. Dauvergne & G. Hudepohl / ESO

Figure 1: Map of Chile

The VISTA project was developed under a multi-contractor
approach, where the VISTA team at the UK Astronomy
Technology Centre (ATC) undertook the role as project
managers with responsibility for delivering a telescope
facility. Each of the work packages was tendered under a
fixed-price design and build arrangement and included a
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well-developed concept design essentially offered as a ‘take
it or leave it’ starting point.

Figure 3: Single track road – no driving on the left!
Credit: VISTA

My involvement with the VISTA Project started when
I applied for a project engineer position to be based at
the Royal Observatory Edinburgh and involving travel
to Chile. As a mechanical engineer with a background in
engineering construction activities at the interface between
civil and mechanical, I was most intrigued. I started
work on the project in October 2001. My first trip to the
Observatory Paranal was in January 2002. Little did I
know then that my journey would take me from project
engineer and package manager for site and buildings to
site manager and ultimately to project manager for final
commissioning and handover. I was later to continue
my involvement with VISTA as an independent contract
project manager responsible for a facilities upgrade to the
mirror coating area.
It could be said that, back in 2002, a few of ESO’s senior
staff were disappointed that a future portion of their new
capital budget funds (brought by the UK as a new member
state) would be consumed by a 4m class telescope to be
built by an external group. “What do these guys know
about building telescopes?” Not an unfair question really,
but there was a good mixture of telescope experience,
practical engineering ‘nous’ and youthful ambition in the

UK team. That knowledge and experience would see us
contract some very capable suppliers to go on and build a
world-beating infrared telescope system.
VISTA Telescope was based on a 4m ‘Alt Az’ telescope
design from VERTEX RSI (now General Dynamics) of Texas
USA. The forerunner to VISTA was the SOAR telescope
also delivered to Chile. However the instrumentation setup, primary mirror (M1) support cell and telescope ‘top
end’ on VISTA were to be very different to SOAR.
The choice to go to an operating observatory and one
that was at the cutting edge of 8m class telescope and
instrument building would ensure access to a knowledge
base that would be valuable during the years to come. Of
course the counter side of that benefit was the ‘problem’ of
having a very knowledgeable and exacting customer.
It is true that a 4m class telescope was not considered
to be at the cutting edge of telescope building at the time
(given the established 8m class and bigger elsewhere in the
world) but there were some very innovative features to be
found in VISTA1:
• Mirror design (very fast 2 mirror quasi-RitcheyChretien design with f/1 M1 focal ratio and wide
1.65 degree diameter field of view)
• Very large Infrared Camera (long cold baffle tube,
sophisticated wavefront sensing, 67 MPixel camera
operating at 0.8 – 2.3μm wavelengths)
• Active optics system (M1 has an 84 point active
axial support and secondary mirror M2 hexapod
gives 5-axis position control)
• Bespoke ‘in facility’ magnetron sputtering mirror
coating system for Aluminium and Silver.
In 2002 we were looking at a project with a cost of
around £32M. It is fair to say that for some of the tender
packages there were not too many bidder candidates. The
development and tendering phases were ably guided by
the project manager and the project scientist and closely
supported by a senior systems engineer.
The mix of contributions from university research
groups through to commercial R&D organisations and
SME engineering companies was very diverse. In our
favour though was a project of ‘manageable size’ with a
fairly small core team (less than 15) who would have the
ability to work closely in the oversight of packages and,
importantly, in the management of the technical interfaces.
The management of interfaces and the work package
technical ‘budgets’ were key priorities for the systems
engineering function.
One very useful guiding requirement came from our
ultimate customer / end user ESO: they had determined
that the VISTA telescope should adhere to all established
ESO technical specifications and be a metric telescope. This
was something that caused our US telescope manufacturer
some problems. By adopting the ESO standards (based
on Eurocodes) and also some important aspects of ESO
control system hardware and software this was to greatly
help in minimising the training of ESO staff and also
the extent of spares (and possible obsolescence of parts)
that would be required for the acceptance, handover and
warranty period.
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A significant restriction during construction was that each
and every ESO astronomer was also a volunteer ’dust
inspector’: The ‘inspectors’ curtailed the early construction
works at VISTA on several occasions (dust is one of the
enemies of the Astronomer as any dust getting to and
settling on the telescope mirrors will very quickly reduce
the optical performance)!
One area of significant ESO skepticism was our whole
philosophy in mirror handling on VISTA. For us it was
about intelligent use of cranes and the independent rotation
capability of the dome and telescope in a very compact
configuration. ESO’s approach was one of eliminating
crane lifts wherever possible and using bespoke mechanical
lift tools.
The following list gives an idea as to the international
breadth of the project suppliers:
• M1 (Mirror 1 – primary mirror) blank manufactured
by ‘Schott’ in Germany [4.1m diameter]
• M1, M2 mirrors figured and polished by ‘LZOS’ in
Russia (M2 blank also by LZOS)

Figure 4: Optics: star light arriving on focal plane array
via M1, M2 and camera optics
Credit: VISTA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

M2 mirror position control hexapod unit by ‘NTE’
from Spain
Telescope and M1 support cell by ‘VERTEX RSI’
from USA
Mirror coating plant (for M1 and M2) by
‘Metalcraft’ from UK
Main telescope instrument ‘VIRCAM’ (infrared
camera) by ‘RAL’ (Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory) and consortium from UK
Infrared detectors by ‘Raytheon’ from USA
Telescope enclosure buildings (dome and auxiliary
building) by ‘EIE’ from Italy
Main road, services (power and fibre optics) and
buildings civil works all from Chile

Figure 5: Telescope structure in USA and then in
installation in Paranal
Credit: VISTA

One of the main differences in approach to working with
Chilean companies was that of manpower. Wages in Chile
were 1/3 to 2/3 of those back home. Machinery however
was more like parity cost.
IESIS www.iesis.org											
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The result of this meant that contractors would normally
have a significant staff count and most construction jobs
had a high element of manual labour involved. Our peak
workforce on the project topped the 100 mark during the
erection of the building. Board and lodgings for contractors
on site was always a logistics challenge.

Figure 7: Civils and erection works
Credit: VISTA

Figure 6: IR detectors / focal array and pawprint / tile
image
Credit: VISTA

Our ‘desert experiences’ were many and varied. An
observatory safety rule was quickly established, after a
‘missing in action’ incident when a VISTA technician had
to be rescued from a solo desert walk after becoming
dehydrated and disoriented! Before we arrived in Paranal
in 2002 it had not rained at all for more than 5 years. After
VISTA started we seemed to experience at least one
short rain or snow event on an annual basis.

A key engineering challenge was that of earthquake
design. Chile is a very seismically active region and one
of the ‘guarantees’ of VISTA would be an earthquake or
two to test our designs. My first experience was a 5.6
magnitude quake (Richter) in 2007 and thankfully all our
earthquake protection features and procedures were
proved to be effective. After detailed checks of the key subsystems we were back in operation within hours. [Note:
the main M1 mirror earthquake clamp is a restraining
annular device activated by accelerometers and actuated
by a pneumatic / spring clamp arrangement].
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Figure 8: M1 mirror delivery and ‘Quantum of Solace’
film crew
Credits: ESO

Of all the VIP guests, including some presidents and other
dignitaries who visited Paranal over the years, perhaps the
most anticipated visit was that of 007 James Bond himself
(in ‘Quantum of Solace’). The only problem for VISTA
was that the 3 days of filming were to happen at exactly
the same time as we were to receive our long awaited M1
mirror. The 4.1m diameter ~5T mirror was to be delivered
direct to the local Antofagasta airport by Antonov plane
from Russia (2 refueling stops) and then slowly and very
carefully by low loader truck to the observatory (150 km).

Figure 9: Telescope top end with M2 unit &
‘dummy’mirrors & then with real mirrors
Credits: ESO

After being a resident in Chile for 3 1/2 years and having
supervised the construction of the facilities and integration
and test of all the system packages, I left Chile in the early
stages of commissioning, feeling that my contribution was
almost complete.
A low point in the project was reached during
commissioning where technical problems and general
project fatigue had led to fairly low morale and some
internal battles between the scientists and the project
team. Among these technical problems were an IR Camera
filter mechanism intermittent position error; an IR Camera
cryogenic cooling failure; M2 mirror hexapod actuator leg
control (intermittent) problem; and an intermittent Dome
parking error1. Our original project manager had moved
on and it was at this time that I was asked to lead the
project and ensure we finished in a good way. I relocated
back to Chile to lead from the site and, together with the
injection of some additional specialist staffing resource,
we overcame the commissioning problems and moved
towards customer acceptance.
With an increasing interest and participation in handover
training by ESO we came to agree on a crucial performance
verification test for acceptance: Could the project team
carry out the end-to-end test of telescope strip-down
and removal of the M1 mirror for recoating, followed
by reinstallation of all the mirrors and including the
VIRCAM instrument to then return to full, in specification,
observation mode? To do so without incident or major
glitch in either process or technical reconfiguration would
be to prove the system. Despite having effectively done
this once already but with limited participation of the ESO
staff, we saw this as our opportunity to bring the project
to a successful conclusion.

Figure 10: M1 installed, & VIRCAM handling during
telescope rebuild after coating
Credit: ESO
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It is interesting to reflect now on the fact that we were
designing and building a full size one-off ‘prototype’ that
would then have to not only meet or better the specification
but also become an operational ‘work horse’ were it to be
recognised as truly successful.
VISTA Telescope with VIRCAM routinely delivers
excellent wide field images with sensitivity exceeding
the original specifications1. The system reliability has
improved, as expected, over time, as glitches are fixed.
Technical time lost was around 10% during the first year
but has steadily improved and is now comparable to the
VLT’s. VISTA images are very large (16k by 12k pixels
for a filled tile image)! For the first 5 years of operations
over 75% of VISTA observing has been dedicated to six
large Public Surveys2, selected by an ESO panel with a
view to standalone scientific merit and legacy value to the
astronomy community.
VISTA Telescope is today doing world class near infrared
wide field astronomy. It has been a resounding success and
one that will continue to operate into 2020 before a space
mission (‘Euclid’ or ‘WFIRST’) knocks it off the top spot
and an instrument upgrade (‘4MOST’) comes along and
allows the VISTA facility to reinvent itself.
The key in the end to the success of the VISTA team, in
my opinion, was the commitment and hard work of all
its participants towards the goal of building a system that
would deliver world-beating science.

to fruition later than planned it also transpired that the
original schedule driver inputs (for other complementary
and competing projects), which were determining when
VISTA should have come into operation, were also proven
to have been optimistic. [VISTA was completed at +20%
on cost and +40% on schedule].
VISTA was a tremendous experience and a major part
of my professional life, and Chile itself a major part of
my personal life too (my wife is Chilean). I have learned a
great deal both professionally and personally and all that
despite somehow resisting the ‘bug’ to become an amateur
astronomer (which I do feel a bit guilty about). Perhaps
one thing in my defence would be that the skies are so clear
and the ’seeing’ so good at places like Paranal all you need
to do is lie back on your deck chair, relax, and take it all in.
ESO’s Paranal Observatory is one of the very best
astronomical observing sites in the world and is the
flagship facility for European ground-based astronomy.
With the VLTs, the VLT survey telescopes, the 4 x1.8m
Auxiliary Telescopes (ATs) and the VLT Interferometer it
is an incredibly productive science facility. The new 39m
class E-ELT (European Extremely Large Telescope) is
possibly the most exciting development in world groundbased astronomy today. Construction has started on this
neighbouring project to Paranal and, with more than 900
hexagonal segments making up the ELT’s 39m primary
mirror, the production of, and the final control of, those
mirror segments are just two of the huge challenges of this
fascinating next generation telescope.
References:
1. Sutherland W et al. The visible and infrared survey
telescope for astronomy (VISTA): design, technical
overview and performance, Astronomy and Astrophysics
Sept 2014.
2. European Southern Observatory (ESO) http://www.
eso.org/sci/observing/PublicSurveys/sciencePublicSurveys.
html

Figure 11: Sunset preparations pre-observing
Credit: ESO

Thankfully, in this particular world of public financed
science projects, the recognition of prioritising quality in the
Time-Cost-Quality triangle meant that the specification for
VISTA had to be delivered or bettered in order to achieve
the main goal of becoming the world-leading facility for
wide field near infrared astronomy. Although this came

Figure 12: Visible versus the infrared, Flame Nebula
Credit: ESO / VISTA
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The Sir David Attenborough
By Graeme Fletcher, Council Member

On the 17th October 2016 two members of IESIS council were lucky enough to be invited to the spectacular keel
laying ceremony for the biggest commercial shipping contract (£150M) to be placed with a British shipbuilder.
Marjorie Beattie and Graeme Fletcher, both Directors of Western Ferries (Clyde) Limited, who put their faith in
Cammell Laird to build two new ferries in 2013, were proud to be part of this historic day and to feel that they
assisted Cammell Laird to return to the forefront of the international shipbuilding market. See:- https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=MgdgCekxLH0

NERC’S Name our Ship Campaign HULL 1390

RRS Sir David Attenborough – Extensive Testing
Designing the most advanced polar research vessel in the
world requires extensive modelling and testing.
Since contract award in November 2016 an extensive
tank testing programme has been ongoing in parallel with
the detailed design work to ensure that the vessel will

celebrates the broadcaster’s contribution to natural science.
The public was asked to suggest an inspirational name
that exemplifies the work it will do, perhaps taking
inspiration from a local historical figure, movement, or
landmark - or a famous polar explorer or scientist. The
name was chosen in recognition of the popular naturalist’s
legacy in British broadcasting, and his role in inspiring a
love for the natural world over generations.
The RRS ‘Sir David Attenborough’ will be one of the
most sophisticated floating research laboratories operating
in the polar regions and will maintain the UK’s position
at the forefront of climate and ocean research. Partnered
with Rolls-Royce, Cammell Laird are responsible for the
full design, build and integration of the highly complex
vessel.

meet stringent speed, noise, sea-keeping and ice-breaking
requirements. Cammell Laird engaged with Rolls-Royce
to design the vessel due to their world-class capability and
they chose HSVA in Hamburg to provide the tank test
facility – a world leader in arctic testing.
Central to the programme has been the construction of
a 6.5m scale model for resistance and sea-keeping testing
to verify the already extensive computational modelling
calculations. The model has given the project team and
future crew its first real experience of the new ship at sea,
and has been a very exciting process.
Rolls-Royce Design Manager, Einar Vegsund said “The
model test program for the new polar research vessel is
of the most comprehensive we have been responsible for.
There is always some excitement for how well the vessel

After a spirited public campaign to select a name for
the UK’s new state of the art polar research ship, Royal
Research Ship ‘Sir David Attenborough’ has been selected
as a name that captures the ship’s scientific mission and
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performs in model scale, despite the extensive optimization
process done by CFD calculations in advance. We are
extremely satisfied with the attained results so far and look
forward to see the vessel erect in full scale on the slipway
in Birkenhead.
In addition to performance tests with a physical model,
an extensive aerodynamic study by CFD is in work to verify
air and exhaust flow around the hull, superstructure and

helicopter deck. This is to ensure safe working operations
and to avoid disturbance and contamination of scientific
air samples.”
These tests amazingly have included freezing the
entire tank to replicate polar ice to allow breaking and
manoeuvring trials. The completion of a successful three
month test programme now sees the project move to the
construction phase with a high degree of confidence.

Progress can be followed at https://www.clbh.co.uk/news-centre and various you tube clips.
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FEMENG IN RWANDA
Last year, IESIS supported the FemEng in Rwanda project in its inaugural year. This project was a product of
the FemEng group within the University of Glasgow’s School of Engineering, which was founded in 2013 by
Ellen Simmons, a Biomedical Engineering student. Running various activities to promote engineering to young
people and aid in sustaining the current student populations, FemEng has grown substantially over the past four
years as a result of their international work in Rwanda.

The idea to reach out to students and schoolchildren
in Rwanda came about due to a desire for the FemEng
group to boost the profile of their work, attract more
support and participants, and to develop those involved
in a unique way. A team of eight female students from a
range of engineering disciplines then managed to raise over
£13000 through grants and sponsorship in order to send
them to Rwanda and allow them to carry out three weeks
of intensive workshops alongside 16 Rwandan women –
half of whom were STEM students at the University of
Rwanda, and the other half recent high-school graduates
from various high schools around the region.
The workshops took into account the skills and
interests of the team members, and covered a variety of
topics including design processes, aerospace engineering
and computer science. Interactive tasks, paired with
informative presentations, left a tangible impact on the
500+ schoolgirls who were able to visit the University of
Rwanda, instilling a clear understanding of the importance
of engineers in today’s society and the different ways in
which they can contribute to the development of the world.

The FemEng in Rwanda 2017 Glasgow team: (L-R,
Top-Bottom)
Kati Brunk, Holly Spicer, Paula Pappas, Cassy
MacLean, Jumai Aboye, Sihang Ma, Ellen Simmons,
Oana Sala.
Following a successful trip in June 2016, and subsequent
reception in the Scottish Parliament (Holyrood) that
September, the project has recently re-launched for its
second year. Supporters old and new gathered in March
2017 to hear about the team’s plans and to suggest ways
to collaborate. Ellen presented the innovative path that
they would be taking this year, highlighting the following
points:

•

In response to the desire for participating Rwandan
students to benefit more from being a part of the
project, FemEng in Rwanda are collaborating
with IAE Africa (Initiative for the Advancement of
Education in Africa) founder Jumai Aboye. Jumai is
a PhD student at the University of Glasgow with a
keen ability for facilitating the creation of sustainable
STEM-focussed
groups
within
educational
institutions, and brings an entrepreneurial edge to
tackle the lack of industry for Rwandan engineering
graduates in their home country.

•

Building upon this point, they have connected with
Zipline, a Californian start-up based in Rwanda
which uses drones to transport blood and plasma
products between hospitals. Zipline will assist in
workshop creation around their technology, whilst
also offering an opportunity for linking them with
female engineering graduates, of whom they are in
desperate need!

•

Any excess funds this year (above the minimum
needed to sustain the teams) will be used to buy
AFRIpad Deluxe Kits. The extent of the distribution
possible is unforeseen until the full funding total is
assessed, however it is expected they will be able
to reach the target of 1000 kits (£4000) in order to
provide kits to every young woman engaged with.
Lack of appropriate sanitary products for women
is a key contributor to poor attendance, ultimately
leaving many with only 75% of an education. Many
consider these to be “luxurious” items, therefore
they aim to eliminate that factor where there is a
need.

The team looks a little different this year, with a number
of new faces from different years and disciplines, however
the 2016 team are close-by to assist in preparing the
team for what lies ahead and assisting where they can.
Companies have also been in touch to look at ways to
aid in the workshop creative process, allowing the team
to demonstrate concepts relevant to the industries which
have helped them to be in their current positions.
For anyone wishing to follow the project team as
they continue their journey, their blog is accessible at
femengrwanda.wordpress.com. If you are interested in
speaking directly with the team or think you could offer
sponsorship or collaboration for a workshop idea, email
femengrwanda@gmail.com.
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James Watt 3D Project gets Royal Society
approval
From Orkney to Plymouth, communities across the UK are celebrating the scientific
heroes on their doorsteps with the help of the Royal Society’s Local Heroes scheme.
15 museums and galleries from all over the country have been selected to take part
in the Royal Society grant scheme which provides funding of up to £3,000 for
exhibitions and events which reveal local stories of scientific brilliance.

The projects receiving funding from the Royal Society
Local Heroes scheme unearth the stories of scientists from
across the ages – from pioneers of the industrial age, to
intrepid Victorian dinosaur hunters and the discoverers of
polythene- an invention that changed the world.
Greenock’s McLean Museum has received one of these
awards and will celebrate inventor and engineer, James
Watt (1736 – 1819). Watt was famous for his leading role in
the industrial revolution. In retirement Watt also invented
machines for copying 3D sculptures and medallions. The
McLean Museum will use modern 3D printing techniques
to bring his legacy to life.

Mini Mclean Museum Move

The McLean Museum and Watt Library collections are

some of the most precious possessions in Inverclyde.
The McLean Art Gallery and Museum has closed for
refurbishment. During the £2m refurbishment a mini
McLean Museum and Wee Watt library will open in
Cathcart Street, Greenock.
Visitors will be able to access some of the fascinating
works as well as archives and artefacts related to local
history and heritage, there will also be access to genealogical
databases and PCs with free internet access.
Despite working directly next door to each other for
many years, the move to Cathcart Street will be the first
time staff at the Mclean Museum and Watt memorial
Library staff have worked together in the same building.
The new service in Cathcart Street, Greenock is expected
to open in the Summer of 2017.

Newlands Junior College has been generating a lot of interest recently – including a visit from the First Minister Nicola
Sturgeon!
NJC is an innovative and pioneering concept which provides opportunities for young
people aged 14-16 who have potential but are at risk of disengaging from education
and failing to find a fulfilling and rewarding role in later life.
The ambition is that on completion of a two year programme each student would get a job or a college place.
There are places for 60 students, 2 year groups of 30. It costs approx. £15,000 per student per academic year.
The college seeks to find £700,000 per year from supporters and sponsors. At NJC, all students experience a curriculum designed around three main strands:
• An academic curriculum focused on key skills.
• Vocational Education.
• Personal Development
The emphasis on vocational education and personal development is the distinguishing feature of the NJC curriculum. It is seen as essential if young people are to be motivated and encouraged to learn.
19 Students from the first intake of Nov 2014 graduated in June 2016 with all of them going on to positive destinations.
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New location for Moving Image Archive
The Kelvin Hall now hosts a unique collaboration of organisations under
the same roof offering open access to resources for learning and teaching.
The building houses the University of Glasgow’s new study and teaching
centre; the Hunterian Museum’s and Glasgow Museums’ store collections;
Glasgow Life’s state-of-the-art gym and sporting facilities; and the National
Library of Scotland’s Moving Image Archive.

The Moving Image Archive

You will see a 12-screen video wall - a visual introduction
to the Library — a snapshot of the collections, with a
primary focus on moving image.
The discovery space at Kelvin Hall presents a mirror
of Scottish life past and present and covers the whole of
the country. Items are on display here from the national
collections, mostly Scottish, some will be familiar, while
others may be unexpected.
Along one wall are objects relating to the history of filmmaking and cinema-going in Scotland. On display are film
strips, film reels and cans, posters, etc. — and the Oscar
presented for the award-winning film ‘Seawards the Great
Ships’.
Visitors can access the growing digital collections on
computers in the research zone. Some of this material is
only available on Library premises, and there is film and
video content that can only be viewed at Kelvin Hall.
More than 1,900 digitised films are online in the Moving
Image Archive catalogue, and further footage is available

at Kelvin Hall that cannot be shown online for copyright
reasons.
Visitors should make an appointment to consult
the Moving Image Archive paper archive: either
email movingimage@nls.uk or phone 0845 366 4600
(local rate).

Opening times at Kelvin Hall are:
• Monday: Moving Image Archive consultation
only, by appointment
• Tuesday: 10:00-16:30
• Wednesday: 13:30-20:00 (mornings:
Moving Image Archive consultation only, by
appointment)
• Thursday: 10:00-16:30
• Friday: 10:00-16:30
• Saturday: 10:00-17:00
• Sunday: Closed.

Spaceport in Scotland?
On 9 February 2017 the government launched a £10 million grant scheme to incentivise the commercial spaceflight
market. There are several sites hoping to develop spaceports including sites in Scotland: Prestwick, Campbeltown
and Stornoway. To win grants, consortia will have to show how they will "develop spaceflight capabilities, such as
building spaceport infrastructure or adapting launch vehicle technology for use in the UK". Announcing the new
grants, Science Minister Jo Johnson said the commercial spaceflight market could be worth an estimated £25bn over
the next 20 years.
"Spaceflight offers the UK the opportunity to build on our strengths in science, research and innovation," he said.
"It provides opportunities to expand into new markets, creating highly-skilled jobs and boosting local economies
across the country. That is why it is one of the key pillars of our Industrial Strategy.
"We want to see the UK space sector flourish, that is why we are laying the groundwork needed for business to be
able to access this lucrative global market."
A number of consortia are already pushing to use horizontal launch systems.
These would see rockets carried by planes to an altitude where they would then be released to make their way into
orbit to deliver a satellite.
For safety reasons, this activity would be done somewhere over the ocean, but ministers have not ruled out the
possibility that conventional vertical lift-off rockets could also be launched from the UK.
This grant scheme has been followed by the draft Spaceflight Bill, setting out the new legal regime to enable low
cost access to space.
Glasgow Prestwick Airport has recently signed an agreement with Houston Spaceport as part of its bid to become
the UK's first launch site.
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SHIELDHALL TUNNEL

The Shieldhall Tunnel - Glasgow hidden infrastructure project

Construction of the biggest waste water tunnel
ever to be built in Scotland reached the half-way
stage in on 2 May 2017.
Scottish Water’s flagship Shieldhall Tunnel
project, in the south of Glasgow, passed that
milestone when the state-of-the-art tunnel boring
machine (TBM) reached a point under Pollok
Park.
The £100m tunnel will enable Scottish Water
to improve water quality in the River Clyde and
tackle flooding A 3.1 miles long, it will be five
times longer than the Clyde Tunnel. The 1000
tonne, 180-metre-long TBM went into operation
in July 2016 and is expected to complete its work
later in 2017.
The TBM is tunnelling at a speed of about two
millimetres per minute, with a rotating cutting
wheel with 25 cutters at the front, through
challenging ground which includes boulders,
clay, hard sandstone, glacial tills and old coal
workings. More than 90% of the excavated
material will be recycled.
The route of the tunnel was chosen to maximise
the use of parkland and minimise disruption.
The 4.7m diameter tunnel is a key part of
Scottish Water’s £250m five-year programme of
work, launched in 2013 to improve river water
quality and the natural environment.
The programme is the biggest investment

in the Greater Glasgow area’s waste water
infrastructure in more than a century. The tunnel
will enable Scottish Water to improve water
quality in the River Clyde and its tributaries and
tackle flooding in various parts of the south of
Glasgow area.
The team building the Shieldhall Tunnel for
Scottish Water, known as the Glasgow Tunnel
Partnership, is a commercial joint venture
between Costain and VINCI Construction
Grands Projets called CVJV. Costain and VINCI
have been involved in some of the world’s major
engineering projects, including the Channel
Tunnel.

Shieldhall Tunnel flume
From Scottish Water
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ROYAL YACHT

A new Royal Yacht?

Update on this topic based on thoughts by
Harry Osborn.
There has been some debate recently over whether
or not a new royal yacht should be commissioned,
various politicians have joined in the debate and
there is a range of views on the subject. It is estimated
that a yacht would cost approximately £100 million
pounds. Some of the supporters of the idea believe
that the project could be funded by the private sector.

Britannia was launched from the John Brown &
Company shipyard in Clydebank on 16 April, 1953.
For over 44 years she served the Royal Family,
travelling over one million miles to become the most
famous ship in the world.
Britannia was the only ship in the world whose
Captain traditionally was an Admiral. Nowhere on
her side will you see her name, yet she is recognised
around the world. She was built for the dual role of
becoming a hospital ship if needed.
The
Queen’s
father,
King
George
VI
commissioned Britannia on 4 February, 1952.
When he sadly died just two days later, it became
The Queen’s duty to oversee this major project.
Clydebank shipbuilders, John Brown & Co,
created Britannia’s distinctive smooth hull by
carefully applying multiple layers of paint over a
special foundation.
Walking on board Britannia, is like stepping back
into the 1950s. Sir Hugh Casson was the designer of
the Royal Apartments, having previously met Prince
Philip when he worked as the Coordinating Architect
for the Festival of Britain. His simple elegance has
stood the test of time; the interior design was barely
updated during her 44 years of service.

The Royal Yacht served as an ambassador for the
UK, visiting various ports worldwide, and showing
the soft power and prestige of Britain. In addition
to Royal visits, it was a floating royal palace used to
host meetings as part of Britain’s humanitarian and
trade missions around the world, and a showcase
for the best of British industry. The Royal Yacht was
estimated to have helped secure £3 billion of trade
deals between 1991 And 1995.
The Royal Yacht was decommissioned in 1997 and is
now a museum ship at Leith, Edinburgh.

We regret to announce that long serving IESIS Fellow Harry Osborn
died on 28th June aged 93. There will be an obituary for Harry in the
2017 edition of the IESIS Journal.
Harry has been a hard-working Fellow of the Institution for many
years, his stalwart support has been of great value to us. His energy,
enthusiasm, contributions and good humour will be sorely missed.
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IMAGE - Flame Nebula, credit: ESO / VISTA

